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1 The MFM1 fiber monitoring system

The MFM1 Long Haul gives you the ability to monitor your fiber optic networks in real time 

without affecting data transmission. It is specifically designed for metro networks up to a 

fiber length of 100 km with applications in

• data center security

• utility cable management

• carrier/backbone infrastructure

• offshore cable monitoring

• long distance cloud monitoring

The MFM1 identifies and registers fully automatically when and where failures on fiber op

tic links take place. No manual monitoring of the system is necessary. Instead, any fault 

or failure is alerted via emails or SNMP traps automatically 1.

In contrast to other measurement systems, the MFM1 is easy to operate through its web-

based user interface, supporting multiple user accounts with different user access levels 

and an integrated Geographic Information System (GIS).

Fiber monitoring with the MFM1 is based on H-OTDR technology, which uses signal at

tenuations and OTDR measurement in single mode fibers to detect faults resulting from 

manipulation or damage of the fiber links.

In the following a short explanation of how H-OTDR measurement works and how it is 

used for fiber monitoring is given.

Dark fiber and lit fiber monitoring

The system can be used for dark fiber or for lit fiber monitoring. 

Here lit fiber means that the monitored fibers carry live data traffic and the monitoring 

process does not interfere with data transmission.

In the case of dark fiber monitoring, one or more fibers not carrying data traffic are se

lected from each fiber optic cable for the purpose of monitoring. If something happens to 

one fiber, most of the time it will happen to all fibers in the same cable. Thus by monitor

ing only a few fibers per cable, it is possible to monitor the entire fiber optic network. 

1       If you want to be notified using another method, please contact MICROSENS and the system can be customized for you.
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H-OTDR measurement

H-OTDR (Hybrid-Optical Time Domain Reflectometry) combines the measurement of opti

cal power attenuation with OTDR measurement.

Optical power attenuation of transmitted light through the fiber is always monitored using 

two optical fiber links which are connected at the remote end of the MFM1 system, so that 

they form a loop. Therefore it is not possible to monitor one single fiber with this method.

This will be explained for lit fiber monitoring with the help of the following figure:

A pair of fiber links, line A and line B in the figure, is to be monitored. Typically, line A is 

the transmitter line and line B the receiver line. Data can be transmitted through the lines 

with wavelengths of 1270 – 1618 nm.

The monitoring module of the MFM1 system sends a test signal at a wavelength of 1625 

nm, which is then multiplexed with the incoming data traffic of line A in the WDM (Wave

length-Division Multiplexing) unit of the line interface module.

At the remote end of the line pair, data traffic and test signal are demultiplexed inside the 

loop module. The test signal then travels alongside the data on line B back to the moni

toring module, again multiplexed and demultiplexed along the way.

There the power attenuation of the transmitted signal is measured and compared with the 

attenuation measurement at configuration time. If the deviation exceeds a certain value, 

which can be specified by the user, OTDR measurement is started for both lines to locate 

the detected line failure.

During OTDR measurement, the monitoring module launches a light pulse into each line, 

part of which is scattered back (Rayleigh scattering) or reflected (Fresnel reflection; e.g. 

at connectors or breaks) while on its way through the fiber. Back-scattered or reflected 

light from different parts of the fiber arrives at different times at the monitoring module 
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Figure 1: Lit fiber monitoring
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and its power is measured there. In this way bending or connectors on the fiber are de

tectable and can be located.

The results of this OTDR measurement are compared with OTDR results obtained at con

figuration time (the so called fingerprint), enabling the system to locate the line failure 

which caused the extra attenuation.

Test signals are sent continually around the loop by the monitoring module, so that the 

line pair (i.e. the green part in figure 1 above) is monitored continuously and line failures 

can be detected fast in real time.

In the case of  dark fiber monitoring, no multiplexing/demultiplexing is needed, since 

there is no data traffic on the line pair:

The process of H-OTDR in this case is the same as described above, except that no line 

interface and loop modules are used.

On using the manual

The hardware installation and setup for the MFM1 system is explained in chapter 2 . There 

several examples of how to use the MFM1 in different network topologies are given.

How the system is actually used for monitoring is the content of chapter 3 , whereas 

chapter 4 , 5  and 6  explain configuration, user administration and GIS, respectively.

Note: Software items like buttons or menu items are written in magenta.
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Figure 2: Dark fiber monitoring
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2 Hardware components / Installation

2.1 Hardware components

There are several chassis versions available for the MFM1:

• MFM1 Mainframe 5 U with 16 slots for up to 16 monitored line pairs

• MFM1 Mainframe 1 U with 2 slots for up to 2 monitored line pairs

A picture of the first version is shown below:

This particular system has 5 MO1 + 5 LI1 modules (with LC/APC connectors) installed and 

can monitor five line pairs simultaneously. The passive LI1 modules do not necessarily 

need to be inside of the chassis, so that the MFM1 Mainframe 5 U could take up 16 MO1 

modules with its 16 slots. 

Manager module MA1    The MFM1 manager module serves as the central processing 

unit. It handles failure detection on fiber links, logging, notification and visualization of re

sults.

• Hardware: Intel Embedded PC

• Operating system: Linux

• Software: MFM1 management server; Web server (https); MFM1 Web interface; 
database (SQL); notification via email and SNMP traps; GIS plug-in

• Connectors: Ethernet RJ45 LAN jack; RS-232 (only used for maintenance purpos
es)
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Figure 3: MFM1 Mainframe 5 U with 5 MO1s and 5 LI1s
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Monitoring module MO1    The MFM1 monitoring module serves as the actual H-OTDR 

measurement unit generating test results. Each MO1 has two optical monitoring ports (A 

and B in figure 3) for one fiber pair and operates with a test wavelength of 1625 nm. The 

measurement status is indicated via LED

Line interface module LI1    The passive optical MFM1 line interface module connects 

the measurement module MO1 to the fiber link for lit fiber monitoring.

Loop module LT1    The passive optical MFM1 loop module sits at the remote end of 

fiber pairs and acts as WDM unit. The test signal is looped back from one fiber of the pair 

to the other. LI1 modules could also be used for this purpose.

More technical details can be found in Appendix B – Technical data.

2.2 Installation

The MFM1 uses two power supply units (100-240V / 50-60Hz AC; key power switch), 

which should be connected to two independent current circuits. Any failure of the power 

supply is shown in the graphical user interface and users will be notified if configured.

2.2.1 Lit fiber monitoring

Since the MFM1 works with a wavelength different from that used by data traffic in the 

link, the measurement signal can be transferred through the fiber without interfering with 

transmitted data. To separate measurement signal from data, filters at the ends of the 

fiber links are needed, which explains the use of LI1 and LT1 modules.
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Figure 4: Lit fiber monitoring for one fiber pair with LT1 module
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Figure 4 above schematically depicts lit fiber monitoring for one fiber pair with the MFM1. 

The connector type used for all shown modules is LC/APC 8°.

Location A accommodates the chassis with MA1, MO1 and LI1 modules.

As can be seen in the figure, the M2M connectors of the MO1 module at location A have to 

be connected via LC/APC – LC/APC patch cord (shown in red) with the corresponding ones 

of the LI1 module.

The monitored segments of the fiber links (shown in green) connect the EXT ports of the 

LI1 module at location A with the EXT ports of the LT1 module at location B. The not-mon

itored data-carrying incoming and outgoing parts (shown in black) connect to the LOC 

ports.

It is possible to use LI1 instead of MO1 modules at the remote side of the fiber pair. Fig

ure 5 below schematically depicts lit fiber monitoring in this case for one fiber pair:

Two types of connectors are used for the modules in the figure (of course it is also possi

ble to use the LC/APC versions):

• E2000/APC 8° for connecting fiber links with LI1

• F3000/APC 8° for internal connections between MO1 and LI1

(LC/APC 8° is compatible with F3000/APC 8°)

The  M2M  connectors  of  the  MO1  module  have  to  be  connected  via  F3000/APC  – 

F3000/APC patch cord (shown in red) with the corresponding ones of the LI1 module.
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Figure 5: Lit fiber monitoring for one fiber pair with LI1 modules
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The monitored fiber segments shown in green connect the EXT ports of location A with 

the EXT ports of location B at the remote end of the fiber pair. The not monitored data-

carrying incoming and outgoing parts (shown in black) connect to the LOC ports.

At location B the loop to be formed by the fiber pair must be closed by using a patch cord 

(shown in red).

The use of more line pairs for point-to-point lit fiber monitoring is very similar and depict

ed schematically for two line pairs in the following figure:

Figure 6: Point-to-point lit fiber monitoring with two line pairs

Here, location A has point-to-point connections to locations B and C, and houses the chas

sis containing MA1, 2 MO1s and 2 LI1s, while there is one LT1 each at location B and C.

In the case of LI1 instead of LT1 modules, additional patch cords are needed at location B 

and C (see figure 5).
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Lit fiber monitoring in a network with ring topology

The following figure shows the application of MFM1 lit fiber monitoring in a network with 

ring topology:

Figure 7: Lit fiber monitoring in a ring topology

Four locations A, B, C and D are connected in a ring. The total length of the green colored 

monitored fiber links can be up to 160 km.

At location A there is the chassis with MA1, MO1 and LI1. The other locations only need 

passive LI1 modules.

The advantage of this ring topology lies in the fact that, in spite of a line failure in one 

place of the ring, data can still be sent through the remaining part of the ring while the lo

cated failure is being fixed by a repair team.
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If more locations with active components are used, the maximum fiber length of the ring 

can be improved:

Figure 8: Lit fiber monitoring in a ring topology with two active locations

Here, each line of a fiber pair between two locations can have length of up to 80 km 

which means a maximum ring length of 320 km.

Locations A and C each house a chassis with MA1, 2 MO1s and 2 LI1s, while locations B 

and D only need passive LT1 modules.
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2.2.2 Dark fiber monitoring

For  dark  fiber  monitoring,  no  LI1  and  LT1  modules  are  necessary.  Figure  9 below 

schematically shows a point-to-point connection with one monitored line pair between two 

locations:

The monitored fiber segments (in green) are bundled together with data-carrying fiber 

links in a cable. If something happens to the cable, the system will detect it  and locate 

the failure.

At location A (with chassis, MA1 and MO1), the fiber links are connected directly to the 

LC/APC ports of the MO1 and at the remote end at location B the loop has to be closed 

using a patch cord (shown in red).

The use of more line pairs for point-to-point dark fiber monitoring is very similar and de

picted schematically for two line pairs in the following figure:
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Figure 9: Dark fiber monitoring without LI1 modules

Figure 10: Point-to-point dark fiber monitoring with two line pairs
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Here, location A has point-to-point connections to locations B and C. The green colored 

monitored fiber segments are bundled together with data-carrying fiber links in fiber optic 

cables. If something happens to the cables, the system will detect it and locate the fail

ure.

At location A (with chassis containing MA1 and 2 MO1s), the fiber links are connected di

rectly to the LC/APC ports of the MO1s and at the remote ends at location B and C the 

loops have to be closed using a patch cord (shown in red).

Dark fiber monitoring in a network with ring topology

The following example shows the application of MFM1 dark fiber monitoring in a network 

with ring topology:

Four locations A, B, C and D are connected. The monitored fiber segments (in green) are 

bundled together with data-carrying fiber links in fiber optic cables. If something happens 

to the cables, the system will detect it and locate the failure.

At location A (with chassis, MA1 and MO1) in figure 11, the fiber links are connected di

rectly to the LC/APC ports of the MO1 and at locations B, C and D the loop has to closed 

using patch cords (shown in red).

The ring can have a maximal fiber length of 160 km.
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Figure 11: Dark fiber monitoring in a ring topology
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Note:

1. The minimal fiber length depends on the minimal measurable fiber loop attenua

tion of about 1.5 dB. Depending on fiber and connector quality, a fiber length of 

2x5 km is long enough for dark fiber monitoring and even shorter when using LI1 

modules (with insertion loss of 0.6 ... 0.9 dB for each channel).

2. Because of the launching fiber inside the LI1 modules, please note the difference 

in service mode/fingerprint between fiber setups with or without LI1 modules (see 

sub-section 3.4.2  on service mode).

3. To ensure that the MFM1 system can work properly, the connectors on the MO1,

LI1 and LT1 modules and on the ends of the optical fiber links must be kept clean. 

Otherwise measurements could be distorted. Always place protective dust caps on 

the connectors when not being used and keep the dust caps clean.
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3 Monitoring fiber links with the MFM1

3.1 Connecting to the MFM1 via web browser

Because the MFM1 system is  web-based,  no software installation is  needed – a web 

browser suffices.

Note: The web interface is optimized for browsers Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer 

version 8 above. Using older or other browsers could lead to incorrect operation.

The network factory settings of the MFM1 are:  

◦ IP address: 192.168.1.100 

◦ Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0

Connect the LAN jack of the MA1 module to your 10/100Base-T network or via crossover 

patch cord to PC or notebook. To ensure the TCP/IP compatibility, adapt the network set

tings of the user PC accordingly (e.g.  IP: 192.168.1.5; netmask: 255.255.255.0).

Start  the  browser  and  then  connect  to  the  MFM1  by  typing  ''192.168.1.100"  or 

''https://192.168.1.100'' for access via https inside the browser's address field. The MFM1 

user interface will appear and prompt for login.

Note: There is one pre-configured user account with administrator rights available:

user name: admin       password: admin

It is advisable to change this password after logging in for the first time. Details on ma-

aging user accounts can be found in chapter 5  on user administration.

The configuration menu (Configuration  MFM1→ ) allows to adapt the network settings of 

the MFM1 according to your network requirements. To apply new network settings, a re

boot of the MFM1 is necessary. This can be done inside the user interface (Configuration 

 MFM1  Restart MFM1→ → ).

Note:

If for some reason the network settings are not known and therefore the MFM1 cannot be accessed 

in the way described above, you can do the following: 

Connect to the RS-232 interface of the MA1 module with a serial cable using your local terminal em

ulation (e.g.  PuTTY,  HyperTerminal)  and setting the following communication parameters:  9600 

baud, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit. Now restart the MFM1. The network settings can be read off 

from the boot screen during the booting process.
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3.2 Graphical user interface

In this section the basic features of the GUI (Graphical User Interface) are explained. De

tailed descriptions of specific features will be given in later sections.

In Figure 12 below the division of the GUI screen into top panel, sidebar and main window 

is shown:

Top panel    The top panel contains a miniature report of manager and measurement 

modules. The LED color in the first slot shows the status of the manager module MA1, 

while the other slots are reserved for the measurement modules MO1 with two LED per 

line pair. In Figure 12 five MO1s are installed. By clicking on a slot a detailed report will be 

shown in the main window. A short description of the meaning of the LED colors is given 

in the tables below:

LED color for manager module

LED color Description

Green ready for operation

Yellow system startup

Red hardware fault (power supply, fan …)
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Figure 12: Top panel, sidebar and main window
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LED color for measurement modules

LED / 
GUI

LED / device Description

Green Green line running in monitoring mode

Yellow Yellow not in monitoring mode and currently no fault detected;
preparing for next state (e.g. for monitoring mode)

Red Red line failure detected

Blue  Yellow service mode

 Gray  Off line not set up yet / module deactivated

 Blinking  Blinking user action expected (e.g. confirmation of a line failure)

Sidebar    The upper part contains user name, equipment name and status of user activi

ty. Other users online will also be reported here. At the bottom of the sidebar time, date 

and calendar week are shown. The middle blank area is reserved for system related tem

porary information. 

Note:  After ten minutes of inactivity, you will be automatically logged off. A countdown can 

be seen in the title of the browser window. In case of limited browser width, the side-

bar will be automatically hidden and user name, user activity and time can be found at 

the bottom of the main window.

Main window    In the upper part of the main window there is the main menu with the 

following items:

• Overview
• Configuration
• Logbook
• User Administration
• Logoff

A short description of the main menu's functions is given below in table form:

Overview

Sub menu items Description

Device View Graphical overview of MFM1 modules with status LED

Clicking on slots gives more detailed information

Lines View Graphical status overview of the line pairs

 Clicking on Line … shows event list/line disturbances

Button Settings … leads to line settings/service mode

GIS View Cartographic overview of monitored lines
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Configuration

Sub menu items Description

MFM1 Basic configuration: device name, network settings, 
restart of MFM1

SNMP Configure sending of SNMP status traps at regular 
intervals and in case of line failure

Email settings Settings of the email account from which email 
notifications are sent in case of line failure

User alerts Assign which users will receive email notifications in 
case of line failure

GIS Manager Create routes for monitoring; Upload new maps

Date & Time Set date and time manually or via NTP time server

Other Devices Status information from other MFM1 devices

Database Back up or restore the system's database;                   
Daily automatic backups via FTP

System Version Install other versions of the system's software;         
Upload of software update

OLMMS Configure sending of OLMMS messages in case of line 
failure

Logbook

Sub menu items Description

All Entries Show all logbook entries

System 
Configuration

Show logbook entries for configuration changes

System Report Show logbook entries for system occurrences 

Failure Detection Show logbook entries for detected line failures

 Line Configuration Show logbook entries for service mode

GIS Configuration Show logbook entries for GIS setup

User Log Data Show logbook entries for user logins/offs

User Administration

Sub menu items Description

User Accounts List of registered user accounts / Add or delete 
accounts

My Account Change your own account
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3.3 Monitoring mode / Failure detection

In this section monitoring of fibers and failure detection are described in a sample session.

In our example five measurement modules are installed. Selecting  Overview  Lines→  

View leads to an overview of the line status in the main window:

The color of the buttons in the middle indicates the status for each particular line. It is the 

same color as for the status LED in the top panel. Here green means that the lines are in 

monitoring mode and no line failure is detected.

Clicking on the button Line 2A: 2A Demo leads to the event list for line pair 2:

For each line of the line pair the current events are listed in table form and shown in a 

schematic  view.  In our  example,  there are  only two events:  the line  terminations at 

15090 m for line 2A and at 12088 m for line 2B, respectively.
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Figure 13: Lines view

Figure 14: Event list
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The button  Line disturbances in figure  14 above leads to an overview of all past and 

current line disturbances which will be described in more detail below when failure detec

tion is discussed.

Note: It is possible to change the event list by adding/deleting/changing events: 

A click on the button Add user defined event in figure 14 will open a window in which 

a new user event on a particular line can be specified by giving position and description 

of the event. User defined events are shown in yellow color on the event list and are 

depicted in the schematic view by yellow squares instead of green circles as for regu-

lar events.

Events can be changed or deleted in an opened window by clicking on the correspon-

ding entry in the Event column of the table.

Failure detection

Now, suppose a failure occurs and is detected on line 2A. 

Depending on the configuration, SNMP traps reporting the error and containing all neces

sary information are sent or certain users will receive an email. This can configured via 

main menu item Configuration (see section 4.2  on user notification). 

After logging in, the welcome screen appears:

The status LED for line 2A in the top panel is red, meaning that there is an error on 

this line. Line 2B's yellow LED indicates that the line is not ready for monitoring (be

cause of the error still on line 2A), even though no error was detected on line 2B it 

self.
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Figure 15: Welcome screen in case of line error
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Note: It can also happen that an error has been measured which occurred only temporarily 

(e.g. if the line was bent for only a short time) so that the lines are in green monitoring 

mode again. In this case the LED will be blinking in green, indicating that an error has 

occurred which has to be confirmed by the user (see below).

Figure 16 below shows the event list for line pair 2. The error position at 5003 m on line 

2A is depicted in the diagram as a red star.

The button Line disturbances on the event list screen in figure 16 is always in red as 

long as the error has not been confirmed by a user. 

There are two ways to confirm the line error in our example: doing it via the event list or 

via the line disturbances overview. If the error occurred only temporarily and is not cur

rent anymore (indicated by a blinking green LED as noted above), it will not be shown on 

the event list and confirming is only possible using the line disturbances overview. 

In order to confirm via event list, click on the empty red-framed field in the list's Event 

column in figure 16. The error can then be labeled and commented in an opened window:

Saving will confirm the error.
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Figure 16: Event list in case of line failure

Figure 17: Commenting an error
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The line disturbances overview lists all past and current line disturbances and contains 

additional information about the error, like date and size of the attenuation:

In figure 18 the line error caused an attenuation of 0.6 dB. If the line is broken and atten

uation very high this will be indicated by an infinity sign: 

In case the error position could not be determined (e.g. if the time during which the error 

occurred  was  too  short  for  the  distance  measurement  by  OTDR),  the  symbol  

will be shown in the Position field of the table.

An error can be confirmed in the line disturbances overview by clicking on the table's De

scription field, opening a window where a description of the error should be entered and 

saved.

If the line has also been put down in the Geographic Information System GIS, the error 

can be seen there as well. In this way, its position can be determined faster and more ac

curate. The  GIS view is reached via  Overview  GIS View→ . A detailed description of 

GIS can be found in chapter 6 .

All errors are saved in the logbook and can be checked any time. The part of the logbook 

(Logbook  Failure Detection→ )  concerning the error on line pair 2 in our example is 

shown in figure 19 below.

As can be seen from the logbook entries, at first the measurement module detected an 

attenuation fault of 0.6 dB by measuring the attenuation of transmitted light through the 

loop formed by line pair 2. Then OTDR measurement started and verified the attenuation 

of 0.6 dB, locating the fault at ca. 5003 m on line 2A. 
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Figure 18: Line disturbances overview in case of an error
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A diagram showing the error curve determined by OTDR, as well as the fingerprint curve, 

can be seen by clicking on 

The sudden stronger fall of the red error curve at ca. 5000 m is typical of a bend in the 

fiber, while the peaking followed by a sharp decline at the end of the fiber is caused by 

the LT1 module.

After the failure has been fixed, line recognition starts automatically and the lines go back 

to monitoring mode again.
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Figure 19: Logbook Failure Detection

Figure 20: Error curve after measurement
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3.4 Monitoring setup / Service mode

This section explains how the line pairs/measurement modules can be configured and set up 

for monitoring mode. Administrator or operator rights are needed.

After the installation of hardware components and fiber link pairs as explained in chapter 2 , it 

is necessary to  configure/measure the line pairs  for the first time. Fingerprints  of the lines 

have to be created, so that in case of a line failure the results of the ensuing measurement can 

be compared with the fingerprint data to locate the failure position. Entering service mode and 

creating a new fingerprint is also necessary if a fiber link has been replaced or changed.

3.4.1 Basic settings

If an installed measurement module and its line pair have not been configured yet, the 

status LED's color as seen in top panel or lines view (Overview  Lines View→ ) will be 

gray:

 

Clicking on the buttons Settings 1A or Settings 1B in figure 21 leads to a screen where 

the basic line parameters can be entered:

Basic information regarding the lines like name, length, refraction index of each fiber link as 

well as a description should be entered here. The specified fiber length should be 5 to 10% 

larger than the real length of the fiber, whose refraction index comes from the manufacturer.
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Figure 22: Basic settings for the lines 1A/1B

Figure 21: Lines view for slot 1
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After the basic settings have been saved, the next step is to activate the service mode:

Note: If the line pair has already been configured before, then name and description can be 

changed for each line separately by clicking the corresponding button Settings in the 

lines view (Overview  Lines View→ ): 

Figure 24: Changing basic line settings

There it is also possible to deactivate the module or to enter service mode. The following ex

planations regarding service mode hold in this case as well.

3.4.2 Service mode

In service mode, which is indicated by blue LED color, the fiber links of a line pair are 

measured via OTDR (Optical Time Domain Reflectometry) and a fingerprint is created.

During service mode the concerned line pair will not be supervised by the system and the 

measurement module will be blocked to other users.

Multiple modules can be set into service mode simultaneously. 
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Figure 23: Enter service mode
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Figure 25 below shows the main window in service mode:

Figure 25: Service mode P-OTDR measurement line A

There are three menu buttons at the top: Line A, Line B and Fingerprint. Via the first 

two it is possible to measure lines A and B. The third one allows to cancel service mode or 

to create the fingerprint from the measurements.

Note: It is possible to leave the screen in figure 25 using the main menu and do other things 

like setting other modules into service mode or reading the logbook. The module will 

still be in service mode though, indicated by a blue LED. In order to return to the  

screen above, click on the button Overview  Lines View→   Line→  …

OTDR measurement line A

In the left part of figure  25 there is a diagram for the  OTDR measuring curve  (not yet 

drawn),  on the right side is the input mask for the parameters and the start button of the 

measurement.

The parameters are preset by the program and can be changed if necessary:

i. The shift position (in meters) gives the measurement's start location. It may hap

pen that the first part of the fiber link shows high reflection, which can have a neg

ative impact on the test curve's quality. Changing the shift position may lead to an 

improvement in this case. 

Note: A manipulation/failure of the line cannot be located exactly if it happens be

fore the shift position. It is in general advisable to set this parameter to 0.

ii. The  measuring length (in meters) is the  length (+ 5 to  10%) of the  fiber link's 

measured part starting from the shift position. During first configuration, shift po

sition is preset to 0 and the measuring length is determined from the fiber length 
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specified in basic settings (see figure 22). It is possible to change the measuring 

length manually, for example to check a particular part of the fiber,  especially in 

connection with the shift position. 

iii. Laser power determines the power of the laser diode used for measurement in 

percent. If the measuring length is greater than 10000 m, it should be set to 100 

%. Reducing laser power can help if the OTDR measuring curve does not show ex

ponential decay but is sloping too slow at the beginning of the fiber.

Clicking on the plus-button in figure 25 reveals additional advanced parameters which are 

mainly intended for expert users familiar with ordinary OTDR measurement:

iv. The refraction index is a measure for the speed of light in the fiber (at test wave

length 1625 nm) and can be obtained from the manufacturer. It  was specified in 

the basic settings (see figure 22) during first configuration.

v. Pulse width specifies the width of the laser pulse used for OTDR measurement.  

The  available values  are  20ns  (~2m),  100ns  (~10m),  200ns  (~20m),  400ns 

(~40m), 500ns (~50m), 600ns (~60m) and 800ns (~80m). If the OTDR measur

ing curve exhibits too much noise, pulse width can be increased.

vi. Sampling rate is the rate at which the received signal of the measurement is sam

pled. The  available values  are  50MHz  (~2m),  10MHz  (~10m),  5MHz  (~20m), 

2.5MHz (~40m), 2MHz (~50m), 1.67MHz (~60m) and 1.25MHz (~80m).

vii. The Gain stage sets the gain level of the received signal. The available values are 

1 and 2.

For normal use the advanced parameters should be left at their predefined values.

The parameters for each module will be saved for next service mode when the fingerprint 

has been completed.
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Now the OTDR measurement for line A can be started by a click on the button  Start 

measurement (see figure 25 or 26). After a few seconds, the test curve for line A ap

pears in the diagram as in figure 27 below:

The curve here does not show significant distortion like reflection (strong peaking) or at

tenuation (sudden stronger fall of the curve) since only a continuous fiber was being mea

sured, meaning that this segment is in normal state and should be ready for data trans

mission without distortion.

Note: Shift position and measuring length after measurement can differ slightly from the pa-

rameters specified before measurement, because they are newly recalculated at mea-

surement time (length = measurement resolution * number of measurement points).

OTDR measurement line B

OTDR measurement for line B can be reached by clicking on button Line B in figure 25 

and works the same way as for line A. It does not matter which of the lines is measured 

first.
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Figure 27: Service mode P-OTDR measurement line A

Figure 28: Measuring curve for line B
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After both lines have been measured by the module, a fingerprint can be created.

Fingerprint

Clicking on button Fingerprint in figure 25 or 26 leads to the fingerprint menu as seen in 

the figure below:

If the lines have already been measured, as is the case in figure 29, their test curves are 

shown on the left side. 

The right side shows the status for both measurements in the fields Impulse Measure

ment – Line A  and Impulse Measurement – Line B. The background is colored green 

if the measurement has been completed successfully, otherwise red. 

The third field  Impulse Measurement - Loop shows the measured attenuation of the 

fiber link loop. It is affected by the total loop length and the quality of the fiber or splice 

connections. The field is colored green if this direct measurement of transmitted light has 

been carried out with success, otherwise red.

The maximal deviation (in dB) from this attenuation, beyond which a failure will be re

ported, can be specified in the input field Max. deviation (dB). This value should be kept 

as low as possible, but large enough to avoid false alarm, which might be triggered by en

vironment change. The preconfigured value is 0.3 dB.

Depending on the optical setup – with or without LI1 modules at the beginning of the 

fiber – the check box With LI1 module has to be marked. This is due to the launching 

fiber inside the LI1 modules.

Note: For dark fiber monitoring the use of LI1 modules is not necessary.
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Figure 29: Start creation of fingerprints
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If all three impulse measurements have been finished (as in figure 29), the button Start 

Fingerprint becomes available. By starting the fingerprint,  the lines are searched for 

events, which could be caused for example by connections between segments of the fiber 

link:

The detected events can then be labeled and described, which allows for an easier recog

nition of line failures if they happen to correspond to one of the events:

In figure 31 above one event per line could be detected at ca. 50000 m due to the con

nection of the fiber with the LT1 module at the end of the line. The location of the identi 

fied events is shown in the schematic segment overview by green circles. Below it are the 

event tables for both lines. Comments and descriptions of the events can be entered into 

the input fields of the tables.

After saving the event descriptions, the system will run line recognition for the line pair 

and set the module into monitoring mode.
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Figure 31: Event description

Figure 30: Event detection
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Figure 32 below shows the new event list (the Line disturbances button is not available 

here since this was a first time configuration of the fiber link pair and no disturbances 

have occurred yet):

The logbook contains information about each time in service mode, which can be ac

cessed via Logbook  Line Configuration→ .
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3.5 Logbook

The logbook contains information about all kinds of occurrences including line failures, 

configuration changes, logins etc. It can only be accessed by users with administrator or 

observer rights.

The following table gives a description of the Logbook menu:

Sub menu items Description

All Entries Show all logbook entries

System 
Configuration

Show logbook entries for changes in 
Configuration

System Report Show logbook entries for system occurrences 
like errors of power supply or fan

Failure Detection Show logbook entries for detected line failures + 
measured attenuation, error location and 
measuring curves

 Line Configuration Show logbook entries for service mode and basic 
line settings / line recognitions

GIS Configuration Show logbook entries for GIS setup

User Log Data Show logbook entries for user logins/offs

As an example, the following figure shows a typical view of the line configuration logbook:

The entries are ordered in such a way that the most recent entry is at the top of the ta

ble. Using  |<, <<, >>, >|  and the scroll  bar, one can navigate through the logbook 

pages.

Furthermore, the logbook will be saved as a semicolon-separated file with the extension 

".csv" by clicking on     . A spreadsheet application like Microsoft Excel can be used to 

read this file.
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Figure 33: Logbook Line Configuration
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4 Configuration

In this chapter the configuration options for the MFM1, which can be reached via menu 

item  Configuration,  are  explained  in  detail.  Only  an  administrator  can  access  and 

change the configuration.

4.1 MFM1

The menu item  Configuration  MFM1→  allows to change device name and network set

tings of the MFM1 according to your local network requirements:

The network factory settings are:  

◦ IP address:    192.168.1.100 

◦ Subnet mask:  255.255.255.0

After saving the changes (a Save button will appear if changes are made), the new net

work settings can be applied by clicking on button Restart MFM1 in figure 34 above.

A window will open where the restart has to be confirmed. After confirming, you will be 

logged off. The MFM1 should not be turned off during restart, which may take several sec

onds. When the restart has been completed, you have to log in again.

4.2 User notification

Detected line failures can be reported via SNMP traps, OLMMS and/or email. The use of 

SNMP traps also allows to send status information about the system at regular intervals.
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Figure 34: Network configuration
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4.2.1 SNMP

The MFM1 system can be configured to send SNMP traps in case of failure detection and 

status traps at regular intervals. For details about the information contained in the traps 

see Appendix A – SNMP MIB description.

Note: The system only sends traps. SNMP Get and Set methods are not implemented.

If no SNMP trap receiver has been defined before, its data can be entered in an input 

mask after selecting Configuration  SNMP→ :

The IP address of the SNMP trap receiver, the length of intervals between status traps and 

a description have to be specified. If the check box SNMP active is unmarked, no traps 

will be sent to the receiver.

Saving the configuration  leads  to  the  list  of  configured trap receivers  (this  is  always 

shown after selecting Configuration  SNMP→  if at least one trap receiver has been de

fined already):

 

By marking the Delete check box in figure 36, a new button Delete will appear which al

lows to remove marked trap receivers from the list. 
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Figure 35: Add a new trap receiver

Figure 36: List of configured SNMP trap receivers
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The check box  SNMP active has the same meaning as described above and can be 

changed any time.

New entries to the list can be made by clicking the button Add new data.

4.2.2 OLMMS

OLMMS is a management system for fiber optic networks based on Web services. Mes

sages to OLMMS servers can be sent by the MFM1 in case of line failures. The integration 

of OLMMS into the MFM1 software was done on customer's request.  For more details, 

please contact MICROSENS.

If no OLMMS server has been defined before, the server URL and a description can be en

tered in an input mask after selecting Configuration  OLMMS→ :

If the check box OLMMS active is unmarked, no messages will be sent to the server. 

Saving the configuration leads to a list of configured OLMMS servers (this is always shown 

after selecting Configuration  OLMMS→  if at least one server has been defined already):

By marking the Delete check box in figure 38, a new button Delete will appear which al

lows to remove the marked OLMMS servers from the list. The check box OLMMS active 

has the same meaning as described above and can be changed any time.
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Figure 37: Add a new OLMMS server

Figure 38: List of configured OLMMS servers
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New entries to the list can be added by clicking the button Add new data.

4.2.3 Email settings

Notification emails can be sent in case of a line failure. How to configure which users 

should be informed via email is explained in the next subsection 4.2.4  on user alerts.

For email notification to work, it is necessary to specify an SMTP server which will be used 

by the system. This can be done by selecting Configuration  Email settings→  and en

tering the email account's and SMTP server's data as in the following figure:

If the SMTP server works with authentication (as is the usual case), the  Authenticate 

with Server box should be checked. In this case email account name and the password 

for the account have to be entered.

In the last field Test mail to it is possible to give an email address to which a test mail 

can be sent.

By clicking Save and send Test mail the configuration will be saved and a test mail will 

be sent to check if all settings are correct.

The standard email notification is of the form:

Automatic notification of MFM1 monitoring system …

           Subject: …

______________________________________________________________

…

            Time stamp: …

Here the dots represent information specific to the event causing the email.
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Figure 39: Email settings - SMTP authentication
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The following example is from an email notification caused by measurement of an attenu

ation on line 1A:

Automatic notification of MFM1 monitoring system MFM1

Subject: Attenuation On line 1 "1A"

______________________________________________________________

On line 1 "1A" an attenuation of 1000 dB was found.

Time stamp: 2012-09-27 14:32:25 

4.2.4 User alerts

The menu item  Configuration  User alerts→  allows to configure which users will get 

email notifications in case of line failures. Of course, only users having an email address 

registered for their account (see chapter 5  on user administration) can be considered. 

The assignment of alert sources to specific users is done with the help of a table of check 

boxes:

Checking a box in the S column (S = System) means that the respective user will be in

formed via email in case of MFM1 device issues (fan, power supply, ... ).

The check boxes in the Mx columns  (M = Module) correspond to issues related to the 

fiber links connected to measurement module x.

The assignment will be applied after saving.
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Figure 40: Configuration of user alerts
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4.3 GIS Manager

With  Configuration  GIS Manager→ , the geographical information system GIS can be 

configured and new maps can be loaded into the system. For a detailed description of how 

GIS is used and configured see chapter 6 .

4.4 Date & Time

The system's date and time can be set via Configuration  Date & Time→ :

First the timezone is chosen from a list and saved. Then date and time are set by either 

specifying a PTB time server (using the TIME protocol with UDP port 37), an NTP time 

server or changing them manually.

When using time servers the corresponding periodic update box has to be checked fol

lowed by saving the settings.

For the manual setting of time it can be convenient to click on the + or - buttons continu

ously as long as needed without releasing the left mouse button.
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Figure 41: Date and time configuration
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4.5 Other Devices

The status of other MFM1 devices can be easily observed from within the program. This is 

done by selecting Configuration  Other Devices→  in the menu and entering IP address

and location of an other MFM1 device as in figure 42 above. Saving will add it to the de

vice list, which can be accessed by a click on Device List. In a new browser window, the 

list provides a status overview for the chosen devices:

For each MFM1 on the list, it is possible to log into its monitoring program in a new brows

er window by clicking Login. 

A device can be removed from the list (without confirmation) with the help of the X but

ton in the entry's upper right corner.
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Figure 43: Device list

Figure 42: Other devices
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4.6 Database

Via menu item Configuration  Database→ , the MFM1's database containing all data con

cerning monitored lines, configuration, logbook and user accounts can be backed up in a 

file with the extension ".sec":

Restoring the database from such a backup file may take up to several minutes depending 

on file size. Once the file has been uploaded completely, you will be automatically logged 

off and the system will be rebooted.

Backups of the database can be made automatically on a daily basis via FTP. For this pur

pose check the box FTP Backup active, enter the necessary data for the FTP server you 

want to use as in figure 44 above and save the changes. The password for the FTP ac

count has to be entered each time you want to make changes in the FTP backup configu

ration.

The entered data will be saved only if they are valid and the MFM1 is able to connect suc

cessfully to the FTP server. If the server cannot be accessed (e.g. wrong login or pass

word) an error message will be shown in the sidebar on the right.

The backups will be stored in the chosen path on the FTP server with file name format 

yyyy-mm-dd_backup.sec

e.g. ''2013-08-13_backup.sec''. There should be enough free space on the backup server, 

each file having a size of 400-500 kB or more depending on the specific system.
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Figure 44: Save and restore database
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4.7 System Version

New updates of the system's software are made by selecting Configuration  System→  

Version, which will show a list of software versions saved on the system (the active one 

is indicated):

An available version can be loaded via Load Version and thereby made active or it can 

be deleted from the system by clicking Delete Image File. 

A new update, not yet saved on the system, is made available by uploading it with the 

button Upload a new system update. It then has to be loaded to become the active 

system version.

Loading a software version may take several minutes depending on file size and you will 

be logged off. The MFM1 should not be turned off during the process. When the update 

has been completed you should clear your browser's cache and then log in again.
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Figure 45: Managing system versions
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5 User administration

User administration, i.e. adding/deleting user accounts and changing the account data, 

can be done via main menu item User Administration. Only administrators are allowed 

to add/delete users, but operators and observers (see table below) are able to change the 

data of their own accounts.

There are three different account types available:

Account type Access Rights

Administrator All rights

Operator Only access to menu items Overview and Logbook / Allowed to 
change line settings and to enter service mode

Observer Only access to Overview / Not allowed to change line settings 
or to enter service mode

N  ote: There is one pre-configured user account with administrator rights available:

user name: admin       password: admin

This password should be changed at first use via User Administration  My Ac→
count (see below). The account can also be deleted by first creating a new user 

with administrator rights. Logging off and then logging in again as this new user, it 

is now possible to delete the old account.

Adding/Deleting user accounts

Selecting  User  Administration   User  accounts→  (only  available  to  administrators) 

shows a list of all registered users:

New users can be added to the list by clicking on the button Add new user, opening an 

input mask as in figure 47 below:
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Figure 46: User account list
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User name, password, session language (Chinese, English, German) and account type 

(administrator, operator, observer)  must be specified, email and phone number are  op

tional. Saving will add the new user to the list.

By marking the Delete check box in figure 46, a new button Delete will appear which al

lows to remove the marked user accounts from the list.

Changing your own account

Using menu item User Administration  My Account→  it is possible to change your own 

account's data:

Note: You cannot delete your own account . This can only be done by another user hav-

ing administrator rights.
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Figure 47: Adding a new user

Figure 48: Changing your own account
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6 Geographic Information System GIS

The Geographic Information System GIS provides a graphical overview of monitored lines 

based on geographical maps, which have to be loaded into the system. In this way the lo

cation of a line failure can be determined faster and more accurate.

Creating sectors and routes (see below) and assigning them to lines for monitoring is 

done with the  GIS Manager, while the actual monitoring of routes is provided by  GIS 

View.

At first, a few terms have to defined, which are used in this chapter:

• A sector is a part of a route.

• A route shows the course of a line.

• A line is a fiber link, which is to be monitored.

The way to create a route is to draw at least one, most of the time more than one sector. 

After that, compile a list of sectors, save it as a route and assign it to a line.

6.1 GIS Manager

Selecting Configuration  GIS Manager→  opens the GIS manager and shows the map, 

allowing to draw sections and routes and assign them to the lines:

The navigation menu is found at the left side of the map. To open the map menu, click on 

the plus on the right side of the map.
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Figure 49: GIS manager
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The following buttons are available in the navigation menu and below the map:

Zoom in

Zoom out

Move map

Open map menu

Add new sector

Add new route

Upload a new map

Note: It is also possible to zoom into and out of the map by using the mouse wheel.

Uploading a new map requires a valid map package (*.zip) including a map file and a 

folder containing the maps and coordinate information.

The map menu is opened by a left click on the plus symbol on the right side:

Figure 50: Map menu
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Creating new sectors

For the creation of a new sector, zoom into the map as far as needed and then click the 

button New Sector. Now, it is possible to draw a sector, point by point via left clicks on 

the map. Already existing sectors are cyan colored, the new sector is black colored.

Note: By holding the left mouse button on the map it is possible to move and center the 

map according to your needs when creating a new sector.

After drawing all points of the new sector, you can click the Save button or double click 

with the left mouse button on the map to pop up the context menu  Save Sector as 

shown in the following figure: 

Figure 51: Drawing a new sector

The entry  Length on map contains a length calculated by the program. In reality, the 

fiber is usually longer than on the map, so it is possible to change the sector length on 

entry Real Length of Sector. Change the settings according to your wishes and save the 

sector by clicking on the button Save Sector. Saving will add the new sector to the sec

tor list.
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Composing new routes

A route consists of at least one sector. After clicking on the button New Route below the 

map, select one or more sectors in the order you like. You can choose a sector by clicking 

on its entry in table Sector on the right.

Figure 52: Create a new route

Then click the button Save to configure the compilation and store.
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Figure 53: Save new route

Note: It is possible to use a sector in several different routes.

Some details are necessary here: 

• In Assigned Route all lines not assigned to a route are listed. Here the appropri

ate line or a so-called free route can be chosen.

• Change Direction is for changing the direction of the route. The direction is given 

by the order of the sectors in the route compilation (see Figure 53 above)

• In Sector List, the length of the beginning and the end of the line are needed. It 

may be, in buildings or technical stations, that the fiber is wound up for a few 

feet/meters. Also the length of connectors can be specified.

Note: The order of the sectors can be changed by drag and drop.

Note  : On setting the length, it is important that the length of the route has approxi

mately the length of the line.

After saving, the new route will be created and displayed in the route list of the route 

menu. Routes can be deleted or edited by clicking on their entry in the list.

If the check box Show is marked, the route will be displayed on the map and in GIS View 

mode (see next section).  Change Direction is for changing the route's direction, while 

checking Duplicate Route will create a twin route with the same length and the same 

course.
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6.2 GIS View

Within GIS View the monitoring status of routes and the location of line failures are shown 

on the map. It can be reached via Configuration  GIS Manager→ :

On the map, the routes selected for display are shown. Their color indicates the monitor

ing status; in figure 54 above, the route created in the previous section is in green moni

toring mode with no line failure detected.

The navigation is the same like GIS Manager (shown in 6.1).

In case of a line failure, the status color changes to red and the error position is displayed 

on the map if known:

The map reloads if the status of any displayed route changes, so that the map is always 

up to date.
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Figure 54: GIS View

Figure 55: GIS View in case of line failure
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Appendix A – SNMP MIB description

In this appendix the MIB (Management Information Base) of the MFM1 for sending SNMP 

traps is described.

All names and identifiers of implemented MIB objects are given, and the objects together 

with their possible values are described. 

Note: All MIB objects are used only for sending traps. SNMP Get and Set methods are 

not implemented.

The root of the MIB hierarchy for the MFM1 Long Haul device is:

1. 3. 6. 1. 4. 1. 27418. 0. 1.

iso org dod internet private enterprises fisecGmbH fiberMonitoring MFM1LH

A representation of the MIB tree for the MFM1 is given in the following figure:

The red entries are the notifications objects for sending traps and the dots represent vari

ables  which are attached to the corresponding notifications.
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Figure 56: MIB tree of the MFM1

fm100LH chassisControlUnit

monitorModules moduleTable moduleEntry

fan1

fan2

powerSupply1

powerSupply2

temperatureCPU

temperatureBoard

notifLineAlert

… , notifFan1

… , notifFan2

… , notifPwrS1

… , notifPwrS2

… , notifTempCPU

… , notifTempBoard

cyclicStateMsg … , notifCyclicState

…
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Device issues – fans, power, temperature

If problems concerning the MFM1 device occur, the system sends notification traps with 

more information.

Fans

In case of problems with one of the fans, traps containing the notification objects

MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.fan1.notifFan1

MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.fan2.notifFan2

will be sent.

Object MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.fan1

1.3.6.1.4.1.27418.0.1 .0 .0

MFM1LH chassisControlUnit fan1

Detailed description of object fan1

MIB # Type Name Description

0 Integer32 currentRPMfan1 current speed of fan 1  [rpm] 

1 Integer32 alertRPMfan1 fan speed threshold  [rpm]

if current fan speed is lower than threshold,
the system automatically sends a trap

2 Integer32 stateFan1 current fan state:

0 = OK  (rpm > alert rpm)
1 = error  (rpm < alert rpm)

3 Octet String msgStringFan1 error message string

100 NOTIFICATION notifFan1 notification of status changes regarding fan 1

attached variables:               fan1.0 … fan1.3
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Object MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.fan2

1.3.6.1.4.1.27418.0.1 .0 .1

MFM1LH chassisControlUnit fan2

Detailed description of object fan2

MIB # Type Name Description

0 Integer32 currentRPMfan2 current speed of fan 2  [rpm]

1 Integer32 alertRPMfan2 fan speed threshold  [rpm]

if current fan speed is lower than threshold,
the system automatically sends a trap

2 Integer32 stateFan2 current fan state:

0 = OK  (rpm > alert rpm)
1 = error  (rpm < alert rpm)

3 Octet String msgStringFan2 error message string

100 NOTIFICATION notifFan2 notification of status changes regarding fan 2

attached variables:               fan2.0 … fan2.3
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Power supply

In case of problems with one of the power supplies, traps containing the notification 

objects

MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.powerSupply1.notifPwrS1

MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.powerSupply2.notifPwrS2

will be sent.

Object MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.powerSupply1

1.3.6.1.4.1.27418.0.1 .0 .2

MFM1LH chassisControlUnit powerSupply1

Detailed description of object powerSupply1

MIB # Type Name Description

0 Integer32 statePwrS1 current state of power supply 1:

0 = OK
1 = error

100 NOTIFICATION notifPwrS1 notification of status changes regarding power supply 1

attached variable:                               powerSupply1.0

Object MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.powerSupply2

1.3.6.1.4.1.27418.0.1 .0 .3

MFM1LH chassisControlUnit powerSupply2

Detailed description of object powerSupply2

MIB # Type Name Description

0 Integer32 statePwrS2 current state of power supply 2:

0 = OK
1 = error

100 NOTIFICATION notifPwrS2 notification of status changes regarding power supply 2

attached variable: powerSupply2.0
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CPU and board temperature 

In case of CPU or board temperature problems, traps containing the notification objects

MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.temperatureCPU.notifTempCPU

MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.temperatureBoard.notifTempBoard

will be sent.

Object MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.temperatureCPU

1.3.6.1.4.1.27418.0.1 .0 .4

MFM1LH chassisControlUnit temperatureCPU

Detailed description of object temperatureCPU

MIB # Type Name Description

0 Integer32 tempCPU current temperature of CPU  [°C]

1 Integer32 alertMaxTempCPU temperature threshold  [°C]

if current CPU temperature is higher than threshold, 
the system will send a trap

2 Integer32 stateTempCPU current error state :

0 = OK (current temp < alert max temp)
1 = error (current temp > alert max temp)

3 Octet String msgStringTempCPU error message string

100 NOTIFICATION notifTempCPU notification in case of critical CPU temperature

attached variables:

            temperatureCPU.0 …temperatureCPU.3
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Object MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.temperatureBoard 

1.3.6.1.4.1.27418.0.1 .0 .5

MFM1LH chassisControlUnit temperatureBoard

Detailed description of object temperatureBoard

MIB # Type Name Description

0 Integer32 tempBoard current board temperature  [°C]

1 Integer32 alertMaxTempBoard temperature threshold  [°C]

if current board temperature is higher than 
threshold, the system will send a trap 

2 Integer32 stateTempBoard current error state: 

0 = OK  ( current temp < alert max temp )
1 = error ( current temp > alert max temp )

3 Octet String msgStringTempBoard error message string

100 NOTIFICATION notifTempBoard notification in case of critical board 
temperature 

attached variables:

   temperatureBoard.0 … temperatureBoard.3
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Monitoring modules – failure detection

If a line failure is detected by the system, a trap containing the notification object

MFM1LH.monitorModules.notifLineAlert 

is sent:

1.3.6.1.4.1.27418.0.1 .1 .100

MFM1LH monitorModules notifLineAlert

Type: NOTIFICATION

Description: notification in case of failure 
detection on a line/module

Attached variables:

    monitorModules.0.0.1 … monitorModules.0.0.11

The variables attached to the notification are contained in the table

Object MFM1LH.monitorModules.moduleTable

1.3.6.1.4.1.27418.0.1 .1 .0

MFM1LH monitorModules moduleTable

with rows

Object MFM1LH.monitorModules.moduleTable.moduleEntry

1.3.6.1.4.1.27418.0.1 .1 .0 .0

MFM1LH monitorModules moduleTable moduleEntry

Detailed description of object moduleEntry (moduleNoIndex is the row index 

of the table)

MIB # Type Name Description

1 Integer moduleNoIndex module index = module number (slot 
number of the module in the chassis)
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2 Integer moduleStateLineA current state of line A of module n2:

0 = OK
1 = fault without position
2 = fault with position

3 Integer moduleStateLineB current state of line B of module n:

0 = OK
1 = fault without position
2 = fault with position

4 Integer32 faultPositionLineA detected fault position of line A of 
module n  [m]

= -1    if no fault position detected

5 Integer32 faultPositionLineB detected fault position of line B of 
module n  [m]

= -1    if no fault position detected

6 Octet String faultDescriptionLineA fault description of line A 

7 Octet String faultDescriptionLineB fault description of line B 

8 Octet String urlForWebAccess URL for web access via web browser

9 Octet String currentAttenuation current attenuation of the loop [dB]

10 Octet String maxAttenuationDeviation user defined limit of allowed deviation of 
attenuation  [dB]

11 Octet String currentDeviation current deviation of attenuation from 
value obtained by fingerprint [dB]

2 n is the module number (slot #) of the monitoring module (MO1) inside the MFM1 chassis
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Cyclic status traps

Status traps containing the notification object

MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.cyclicStateMsg.notifCyclicState

are sent at regular intervals.

Object MFM1LH.chassisControlUnit.cyclicStateMsg 

1.3.6.1.4.1.27418.0.1 .0 .6

MFM1LH chassisControlUnit cyclicStateMsg

Detailed description of object cyclicStateMsg

MIB # Type Name Description

0 Integer32 stateSummary current MFM1 summary state as a bitmask,
see description below

1 Integer32 intervalTime interval for sending cyclic status traps  [s] 

100 NOTIFICATION notifCyclicState cyclic notification of current summary state
alive message

attached variables:

cyclicStateMsg.0
cyclicStateMsg.1

Bitmask definition of current state

Bit # Name Description

0 channelSumState channel summary state:

0 = all fibre lines are OK
1 = fault on at least one line was detected

1 stateFan1 current state of fan 1:

0 = OK
1 = error (current rpm lower than alert rpm)

2 stateFan2 current state of fan2:

0 = OK
1 = error (current rpm lower than alert rpm)

3 statePowerSupply1 current state of power supply 1:

0 = OK
1 = error
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4 statePowerSupply2 current state of power supply 2:

0 = OK
1 = error

5 cpuTempState current state of CPU temperature:

0 = OK
1 = error (current CPU temp higher than alert temp)

6 boardTempState current state of board temperature:

0 = OK
1 = error (current board temp higher than alert temp)

Current state is a combination (bitmask) of the bit numbers above – see examples:

i. Fault detected on a line and power supply 2 doesn’t work. That means bit 0 (bitmask 00000001; decimal: 1) and bit 4 

(bitmask 00010000; decimal: 16) are set.

1 + 16 = 17 bitmask: 00010001 (00000001 OR 00010000)

ii. Fan 2 doesn't work, board temperature is too high. That means bit 2 (bitmask: 00000100; decimal: 4) and bit 6 

(01000000; decimal: 64) are set.

4 + 64 = 68 bitmask: 01000100

iii. No errors: 0 bitmask: 00000000
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Appendix B – Technical data

Chassis 

MFM1 Mainframe 5 U

 Chassis for mounting up to sixteen MFM1 modules
 Dimensions:

◦ 19" rack, height: 5 U
◦ 480 W x 295 D x 220 H mm

 Operating temperature range: +5 to +45 °C
 Humidity: 10 to 90 %
 Power: 100 – 240 V / 50 – 60 Hz AC (48 V DC available on request)

redundant power supply and cooling fans; key power switch
 16 slots:

◦ lit fiber: up to 8 fiber pairs with 8 MO1 + 8 LI1 modules
◦ dark fiber: up to 16 fiber pairs with 16 MO1 modules

MFM1 Mainframe 1 U

 Chassis for mounting up to two MFM1 modules
 Dimensions:

◦ 19" rack, height: 1 U
◦ 480 W x 295 D x 45 H mm

 Operating temperature range: +5 to +45 °C
 Humidity: 10 to 90 %
 Power: 100 – 240 V / 50 – 60 Hz AC (48 V DC available on request)

redundant power supply and cooling fans
 2 slots:

◦ lit fiber: one fiber pair with 1 MO1 + 1 LIL-L module
◦ dark fiber: up to 2 fiber pairs with 2 MO1 modules

MFM1 Manager Module MA1

 Hardware: Intel Embedded PC
 Operating system: Linux
 Software:

◦ MFM1 management server
◦ Web server (https)
◦ Database (SQL)
◦ MFM1 Web interface
◦ GIS plug-in

 Connectors: Ethernet RJ45 LAN, RS-232
 Indicators: power LED, status LED
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MFM1 Monitoring Module MO1

 active optical module for one fiber pair
 Test wavelength: 1625 nm
 Fault localization accuracy up to ± 20 m
 Measurement resolution up to 10 m
 Fault recognition* and localization** for fiber pairs with total length up to 160 km

(length of one fiber in a fiber pair can be up to 80 km)

Distance of fault from MO1 Typical fault localization accuracy

< 30 km ± 20 m

30 km – 60 km ± 40 m

> 60 km ± 120 m

* total optical loss of a fiber pair should not exceed 55 dB for reliable fault recognition
** loss of one fiber in a fiber pair should not exceed 20 dB for reliable fault localization

(maximal total loss in a fiber pair can be 40 dB)

 Fault recognition within 1 s
 Fault localization within 45 s
 Adjustable fault sensitivity up to 0.3 dB
 Connectors: 2x LC/APC 8°  or  2x F3000/APC 8°
 Indicators: 2 status LED

MFM1 Line Interface Module LI1

 passive optical module for one fiber pair
WDM unit connected to MO1 for lit fiber monitoring

 Test wavelength: 1625 nm
(others available on request)

 Data band: 1270 – 1618 nm
 Insertion loss: < 1 dB @ 1550 nm

(optimization on request)
 Connectors: 6x LC/APC 8°  or 4x E2000/APC 8° + 2x F3000/APC 8°

MFM1 Loop Module LT1

 passive optical module for one fiber pair
WDM unit at the far end of the fiber pair

 Test wavelength: 1625 nm
(others available on request)

 Data band: 1270 – 1618 nm
 Insertion loss: < 1 dB @ 1550 nm

(optimization on request)
 Connectors: 4x LC/APC 8°
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Appendix C – Available MFM1 modules

Module Order code 

MFM1 Manager Module MA1 MS428100   MFM1 Management Module MA1,
                    Central processing unit 

MFM1 Monitoring Module MO1 MS428200   MFM1 Line module MO1,
                    H-OTDR measurement unit, long haul

MFM1 Line Interface Module LI1 MS428310   MFM1 Line Interface Module LI1,
                    Passive,
                    WDM unit connected to MO1 for lit fiber monitoring,
                    Suitable patch cords included

MFM1 Loop Module LT1 MS428320   MFM1 Line Termination and Loop Module LT1,
                    Passive,
                    WDM unit at the remote end of fiber pairs

MFM1 Chassis MS428010   MFM1 Chassis 1U,
                    2 active slots + MA1,
                    incl. 2X PS 230V AC

MS428050   MFM1 Chassis 5U,
                    16 active slots + MA1,
                    2x PS 230V AC

MS428000   MFM1 Chassis 1U,
                    4 passive slots for LI1 / LT1 only
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MICROSENS GmbH & Co. KG
Kueferstrasse 16 | 59067 Hamm

Tel +49 (0)2381/9452-0 
Fax +49 (0)2381/9452-100 

www.microsens.com | info@microsens.de
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